Attendees:
President: NP

Volunteer Coordinator: Lauren Halgren

Vice President: Cynthia Allen

Principle: Marianne Funderhide

Treasurer: NP

Associate Principal: Jake Healea

Secretary: Jennifer Harris

Associate Principal: Mili Wilkinson

Communications: Crystal Arn

Student Store Coordinators: Kelly MacLeod

Hospitality Coordinator: Rachel Meiser
Call to order: 03/11/2021 @ 10:08 AM, Via Zoom
ADMINISTRATION:
•

3rd quarter ends 3/19 (2 weeks early due to transition into hybrid Model)

•

There will be no conferences this quarter, teachers will be reaching out individually to specific families based
on need, during the transition week and orientation.

•

3/19 Grading day (No School)

•

Transition week 3/29-4/2: Staff will be in the building to get classrooms prepared, learn their way around a
new building and safety protocols etc. See details in the March 11, 2021 District Update

•

89% of 781 survey respondents are moving to hybrid, 16% will stay remote (cloud).

•

A “How to” video will be available soon. The video was created by the leadership students to share
information regarding, what to bring to school, how to navigate the building and Covid measures.

•

Entrance and Exits set up for different cohorts, based on location and drop off info.

•

Extra FTE on site to help direct kids and keep following safety protocols.

COMMUNITY Q and A:
Q: Will the A/B day be alternating?
A: YES: Truly every other day: Week 1: ABABA, week 2: BABAB Week3: ABABA etc. Regular schedule will be
8:45-3:10.
Q: Will it be an asynchrony day when cohorts are not in the building?
A: Yes, apart from a few classes like band, choir etc.
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Q: How are they deciding who is group A and who is group B
A: Largely by teams. Teams were split in half. Some classes that are split (like 7&8 compacted math) will be
split by grade levels. Families are being kept in the same groups so they will attend in person learning on the
same days.
th

Q: When will we know our cohort?
A: Soon, scheduling is 90% done, but they are finishing up the cloud stuff. Once that is completed, they will
announce cohorts. They are working on how to get the information out to out to every family. The goal is to have
all the information out before spring break.
Q: With the quarter ending early, will teachers be overloading students?
A: No, teachers are adjusting their lessons to meet the standards and some material will be moved to quarter 4.
Q: Will submitted assignments turned in before the quarter ends be graded?
A: Yes, if assignments are turned in, they will be graded even if the quarter ends.
Q: Why are some assignments showing missing, but they have been graded?
A: This is a known technical glitch that is being investigated.
Q: What is the connection between Synergy and Canvas?
A: Synergy is the official grading system; teachers must put grades in both canvas (for parents) and Synergy (for
official transcripts). Some assignments are officially graded for credit, some are just to measure knowledge and
do not affect grades.
Q: Is there communication around when late assignments will and will not be accepted and can this become
more universal?
A: This is an ongoing discussion to bring best practices to the online environment.
Q: What is the plan for students in accelerated classes?
A: Classes were generally evenly split, so classes will be kept together in a cohort.
Q: If you choose hybrid can you move to cloud if you do not like it.
A: A move from Hybrid to cloud is easier and would likely be honored. A move from cloud to hybrid will only be
done on a case-by-case basis.
Q: How will the cloud campus look?
A: Cloud kids will have some live and some asynchronous learning each day. Their schedules will most likely be
changed for the 4 quarter due to shifts is student numbers. Changes to schedules should be out in the next
week.
th

Q: Will teachers be teaching hybrid and cloud?
A: Teachers will be teaching both, but not at the same time.
Q: What are pictures taken during flight time for?
A: These are for the yearbook.
Q: Will 5 graders be able to come into the school before the 2021-22 school year?
A: Councilors will be reaching out to 5 graders and families soon. We do not know when (or if) 5 graders will
be able to come into the building (per the Covid metrics) to get schedules and locker assignments etc. but the
goal is to have some sort of orientation time.
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Q: Will “Moving to The Middle” be offered? (a class that helps incoming middle schoolers adjust to classes,
lockers, and a new building)
A: Hopefully, Gary Bennet is working on that class as well as others for the Summer Term (formally Summer
Institute). More info to come.
Q: At the end of the year will there be an option to bring kids (including cloud kids) together for a fun activity
day?
A: We do not know for sure. Staff will keep this in mind as we move through the end of the year and adapt to the
county metrics.
8 Grade: Transition (to SHS) planning is underway with Mr. Mitchell at SHS. No details to share now.
th

Orientation Week: 4/5 – 4/10 9:00-1:20
Eight Grade:
4/5: Cohort A
4/6: Cohort B
Sixth Grade:
4/7: Cohort A
4/8: Cohort B
Sixth Grade:
4/9: Cohort A
4/1: Cohort B
PSO BOARD:
Vice President: - See Q&A above
Hospitality: 5/3-5/7: T-shirts for the teachers have been ordered, 24 staff did not respond to two different
questionnaires. Working on a wish list for teachers.
Kelly MacLeod: Ended T shirt fundraiser. We raised about $5,200, and we still need about $850
additional funds. Suggestion to use Veteran’s breakfast allocated money to make up the difference. Carlie
will be asked to advise on this. Hoping to get T-shirts distributed to students when they come into their flight
time.
Student Store: PSO has not been in to sort yet.
Funding Requests: (More in for needed)

1. Travis Simpson: $69 for a Gopro Gimbal. Used to stabilize videos for virtual field trips.
2. Nicole McFarland: $400 for a 50” Tv for the dance room, for virtual dance instructions
3. Susan Wieske: $1,328 for Owl Pellet project. Including tweezers, gloves and storage bags
Adjourned: 11:31am
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